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1. Background to the STAR II project
The EU data protection reform, largely comprised of the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR or Regulation), was concluded in April 2016, and the GDPR became applicable across
the EU on 25 May 2018. This has left a short period of time for small and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) to adapt to the new regulatory environment. The novelties it brings to
the fore, such as specific provisions concerning SMEs [e.g. recitals 13, 132; Art 30(5)], data
protection by design (Art 25) and data protection impact assessment (DPIA; Art 35), only add
to this complication.
SMEs often need external assistance to understand the gravity of the new Regulation; they
need guidance on how to follow their respective Member State national legislation giving
full effect to the GDPR; they need to adapt their routine practices; they need to acquire
information, solve new or hitherto unnoticed issues and follow trainings on the new
legislation; they often need to create and execute an action plan to apply the new
framework. In addition, a considerable number of SMEs will need to appoint a data
protection officer (DPO), who should immediately become the locus of knowledge and
expertise on the GDPR and assist them in the implementation of the new regulatory
framework requirements.
There are pressing needs to assist EU data protection authorities (DPAs) in raising awareness
among businesses, especially SMEs, on the new EU legal framework for personal data
protection, particularly the GDPR, and assist these SMEs in ensuring compliance therewith.
Some 22 million European SMEs – the core of EU enterprise policy – not only face distinctive
challenges from data protection law, but also – despite specific, often protective regulation –
rarely can afford professional legal advice. Thus, they merit special support from public
authorities. The STAR II project will directly address these needs and will:
1)
2)
3)
4)

review the state of the art in DPA awareness-raising activities,
analyse SMEs’ experience within first months of the functioning of the GDPR,
run an awareness raising campaign for SMEs,
establish and operate an e-mail hotline (12 months) to respond to SMEs’ questions,
measuring its performance and the most frequently asked questions,
5) prepare a digital guidance for DPAs on good practices in running an e-mail hotline
and raising SME awareness, and
6) draft an innovative, FAQ-based handbook (digital and printed) for SMEs on EU
personal data protection law.
These results will be prepared in consultation with stakeholders (especially via validation
workshops and the External Advisory Board) and widely disseminated. The outputs will be
freely available, openly accessible and copyright-unrestricted, thus easily reusable and
adaptable. STAR II is addressed to 40+ EU DPAs and millions of EU SMEs. It will deliver
tangible and long-term results to SMEs, directly assisting them in compliance with the GDPR
(by hotline and guidance material) and – indirectly – to DPAs, to assist in their awarenessraising mission.
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2. Establishment of the SME hotline
The setting up the e-mail hotline for SMEs was based on the experiences of the general
telephone helpline system operated by NAIH. The e-mail hotline was considered the most
suitable for SMEs especially taking into account the aim of the SME hotline (providing
guidance for SMEs on the GDPR compliance) and the liability considerations. The e-mail
hotline provided opportunity for SMEs to share all details they considered important
concerning their data protection practice and issues emerged, and also ensured that NAIH
experts could give the most exact, detailed and comprehensive information on the issue
without an option of possible misunderstanding.
Another key argument for the e-mail hotline was that a written information is also available
later for the hotline users so they can re-check the information received and check their
compliance at any time they want, but in case of an oral information many details can be
lost or misunderstood or the user cannot remember all details of the information given.

2.1.

Infrastructure

The SME hotline was maintained at NAIH premises, infrastructure (office, web interface,
etc.) and necessary workforce (hotline project assistant, hotline expert, DP experts,
professional supervisor) were provided by NAIH during the operation of the SME hotline.
The NAIH staff involved in the administrative and professional tasks concerning the hotline
had used the same infrastructure as for their usual daily work. No new technical equipment
was necessary because the internal e-mail system was used for the e-mail correspondence.
A separated e-mail account was opened for the SME hotline, ensuring the same technical
and security level as for the general correspondence of NAIH. For data protection security
reasons only 3 persons has direct access to the SME hotline e-mail account (project
manager, hotline project assistant, deputy of the hotline project assistant). The IT-staff
responsible for the operation of the e-mail system of the hotline also had access to the
mailing system, but had no authorization for the access to the emails.

2.2.

Staff

The data protection experts were invited to participate in the operation of the SME hotline
on a voluntary basis. The task was carried according to the conditions set in the performance
certificate of special assignment signed with all colleagues taking part in the operation of the
SME hotline. The internal rules for the operation of the hotline (including tasks, deadlines,
conditions of assistance, liability issues) have also been prepared are detailed in the
Memorandum on the SME hotline.
The persons performing special assignments should keep record of the working hours spent
on the assignment in the time sheet, which they should submit to the Head of the Data
Protection Department within the fifth working day of the last calendar day of the given
month. The Head of the Data Protection Department approved the time sheets of the
Hotline Expert, the colleague in charge of the Knowledge Base and those deputizing for
them. The Head of the Freedom of Information Department certified the SME hotline tasks
based on the monthly time sheets by way of a performance certificate.
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2.3.

Memorandum

The internal rules for the operation (Memorandum) of the hotline laid down the tasks of the
engaged personnel, the internal policies (including deadlines, conditions of assistance,
languages used, etc.) and it covers liability issues as well.
See the English version of the Memorandum on the SME hotline and the Amendment of the
Memorandum in the Annexes.

Figure 1 - Staff involved in the tasks of the SME hotline

2.4.

Data protection notice

Given that during the operation of the SME hotline the users provided their personal data, a
data protection notice was also drawn.
According to the data protection notice the Authority processes the following data: the
name of the contact person provided by the SME, his or her contact details or any other
personal data the request might include. The duration of the data processing was set in five
years after the conclusion of the Project.
See the English version of the data protection notice in the Annexes.
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2.5.

Knowledge Base

The “Knowledge Base” has been created before the trial-hotline started its operation, but it
was constantly expanding based on the incoming questions and the answers given to them.
The document is divided by the main topics/issues that emerged during the operation of the
SME hotline and has a clear, transparent structure thus provided a very useable tool for the
preparation of the replies to the incoming inquiries. The Knowledge Base is a 129-page
document in Hungarian language that can now be used by the colleagues of the telephone
hotline system at NAIH. The Knowledge Base supported the SME hotline staff in representing
the position of NAIH in a uniform manner.

3. Operation of the SME hotline
3.1.

Register of enquiries

NAIH developed the internal register of enquiries that allowed to keep track of the received
e-mails and concrete questions.
The Register contains a short summary of all e-mail received, so in one hand during the
operation of the hotline it served as a searchable database for the hotline project assistant
to foster the quick extracting of data and on the other hand the data collected in the
Register gave the starting point for the statistical analysis of the hotline (see STAR II D3.3 for
more detail) . To achieve the above mentioned the Register was prepared to contain as
much information as needed in a transparent and easily accessible manner. For the sake of
the quantitative and qualitative analysis in D3.3 the Register contains information about the
following:
1) Number: serves as an identification number for the e-mails received.
2) Date of receipt: an indicator for the project assistant to set the deadline for the
processing of the enquiry and the latest date of reply.
3) Member State: information on the origin MS of the hotline user.
4) Language: the language of the e-mail sent to the SME hotline.
5) Nature of the issues raised: whether the enquiry concerns a theoretical
interpretation of the provisions of the GDPR or is a concrete question concerning the
practical application of a related provision (theoretical or practical issue).
6) Number of issues raised: the number of the questions the e-mail contains.
7) Issues raised: short summary of the questions received.
8) Topic: to which field of data protection the issue is related.
9) Difficulty of the issue: the answers to questions are classified in three groups
according the level of difficulty of formulating them (estimated difficulty of the
answer).
10) Keywords: keywords of the enquiry to foster the quick search in the Register.
11) Level of difficulty of the answer: the answers to questions are classified in three
groups according the level of difficulty of formulating them.
12) Provisions of the GDPR concerned: this column also contains the relevant provisions
of the national legislation and also the WP29 or any other relevant guidelines.
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13) Date of answer: the date when the answer was sent to the hotline user.
14) Case worker: case workers involved in the answering of the questions.
15) E-mail: e-mail address of the hotline user, this information is only stored for the time
frame laid down in the data protection notice.
16) Status: the actual status of the enquiry (in progress, finished).
The data obtained from the internal register provides insights about the needs and
difficulties SMEs are facing in order to comply with the GDPR. Based on the Register the
most frequently asked questions were identified, which is an important indicator of SME
concerns and apprehensions about the GDPR.
The statistical analysis of the data collected in the Register also enables the Authority to
identify the most compelling needs of the SMEs in their compliance and also the assessment
of the issues that need to be clarified.

Figure 2 - Register of enquiries

3.2.

Formulating the answers to the e-mails

The hotline project assistant coordinated answering of hotline requests and ensured the
fulfilment of the administrative duties required. According to the Memorandum on the
hotline questions should be answered within 8 workdays of receiving them. The responses
included the summary of the question or questions, the concrete answer to each question,
references to sources used apart from citations of law and the disclaimer1 in Annex 1 a) of
the Memorandum.
According to the Memorandum “the responses shall be formulated so as to not only include
the mere repetition of the provisions of law, but also to provide graspable assistance in the
interpretation of law applicable relevant to the merit of the question, and to highlight the
relevant aspects in the application of law related to the given question, the factors to be
considered among them, and their significance. The answer shall contain no opinion as to the
lawfulness of any concrete data processing.”
1

‘Finally, please note that the information by the Authority—dispatched outside of any procedural framework, as a consultation answer—
shall be construed neither as law nor as any legal instrument, and shall have no normative feature, legal force or binding content. T he
interpretation of law by the Authority on the basis of the information provided in this case shall in no way bind any other authority, the
courts or the data controller; it is serves merely guidance purposes. The opinion and information thus provided shall thus in no way exempt
the addressee from the necessity of developing its own legal position or the data controller from its liability for data processing.’
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The answers to the hotline requests were sent in Hungarian, only one e-mail was received
and replied in English. Following the receipt of the answer the hotline project assistant
recorded the required data in the Register and sorted the questions into the 3 categories of
difficulty. The further steps to be taken depended on the difficulty of the issue.
1) The project assistant drafted responses to questions that could be answered on the
basis of the Knowledge Base under Category 1 and forwarded the draft response to
the hotline expert for approval.
a. If the answer was approved by the hotline expert, a reply was set to the
hotline user.
b. If the answer was not approved by the hotline expert and changes were
suggested to it on its merits, the corrected response was forwarded to the
Head of the Data Protection Department for approval.
2) In case the hotline Project Assistant could not answer the question based on the
Knowledge Base, the question were sent to the hotline expert within 2 days of
receipt, who then sent the draft answer based on the law-enforcement practice of
the Authority and the supervisory authorities under the General Data Protection
Regulation, the relevant case law of the courts, and the documents of the European
Data Protection Board assisting the application of law to the Project Assistant within
four working days. The responses drawn by the hotline expert were approved by the
Head of Data Protection Department before being sent to the hotline project
assistant for sending to the hotline user.
The colleagues involved in answering requests communicated in between themselves by email.

4. Lessons learnt during the operation of the SME hotline
NAIH has experienced a great interest among the SMEs during the hotline’s operation: 253
issues were raised by SMEs and a comprehensive information was sent to every enquiry. The
average hotline user seemed to be is possession of a general knowledge on the GDPR
compliance, however not sure how to apply those rules in practice. Therefore, the users detailed
their data protection practice first and shared their concerns to be solved.

Lessons learnt during the operation of the SME hotline

4.1. Infrastructure
We consider the use of the existing infrastructure appropriate for operating an e-mail
hotline for SMEs, because it is
1) Cost-efficient: the existing infrastructure does not incur costs for the DPA,
2) Time-saving: the person responsible for the administrative tasks is already familiar
with the systems used,
3) Safe: the same IT security standard is ensured as for the usual workflow of the DPA,
4) Smooth: the IT staff if familiar with the technologies used, so in case any problem
occurs, the error can be solved quickly
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4.2. Staff
The SME hotline tasks can be divided into 3 groups: administrative, professional and
approval. Due to the fact the at NAIH the Head of the Freedom of Information Department is
responsible for the STAR II project and the Head of the Data Protection Department was
responsible for the professional supervising of the responses to be sent to the hotline users,
the responsibilities on the SME hotline task were divided between them. Similarly, the
hotline project assistant and the deputy hotline project assistant were working on the
Freedom of information Department, while the hotline experts at the Data Protection
Department. However, the Memorandum laid down the allocation of responsibilities clearly,
in practice the process was slowing at times because of the number of Departments
involved. The fact that the hotline was operated under the project, the involvement of
personnel from different departments was necessary. Based on the NAIH’s experiences the
operation of the SME hotline is advisable by the same department (data protection,
helpdesk, social relations) so the administrative – professional – approval process can be
kept as simple as possible.
We consider the division of the workflow useful for speeding up the response time. The
hotline project assistant has had less experience in data protection, however by using the
Knowledge Base, the simplest enquiries could be answered under the supervision of the
hotline expert. At the same time the more complex enquiries were directed immediately to
the hotline expert, so the responses could be drawn in parallel.

4.3. Internal rules
A written ruling serves as a stable guideline for the staff involved and is a valuable tool in
case of any misunderstanding. For the sake of the smooth workflow accurate guidelines
were issued for the hotline colleagues. The Memorandum laid down all details of the tasks
of the hotline (responsibilities, deadlines, operational procedures, supervision, technical
measures, etc.).
Resulting from the e-mail communication tool the personal data of the hotline users was
processed by NAIH, therefore a data protection notice was indispensable. The data
protection notice could be found on the NAIH website, so the data subjects had the
opportunity to check the data protection rules before sending an enquiry to the hotline.

4.4. Register of enquiries
The Register is a very easy and efficient tool for keeping track on the requests sent to the
SME hotline. A well-maintained register provides the DPA with very useful information on
the SMEs knowledge on the GDPR compliance, the lack of information, misunderstandings.
Based on these information DPAs are able to identify the needs of SMEs on the GDPR
compliance and provide guidelines and trainings accordingly.

4.5. Feedbacks
NAIH has sent a satisfaction survey to all SME hotline users in order to get feedbacks on the
operation of the SME hotline. Unfortunately, until the submission deadline of this
Deliverable only 4 responses were received however the questionnaire was sent to the users
multiple times.
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1. How useful do you consider the information provided via the SME hotline?
x low (1) x medium (1) x high (2)
2. Were you provided with the information in an understandable manner?
x low
x medium (1) x high (3)
3. Were all your questions answered in a satisfactory way?
x yes (2) x no (2)
4. Are you satisfied with the level of detail of the information?
x low (1) x medium
x high (3)
5. How satisfied are you with the speed of response?
x low
x medium (3) x high (1)
6. Have you looked for other information sources concerning the issue you were
interested in before contacting the SME hotline?
x yes (3) x no (1)
7. If so, where?
Internet (2), NAIH website (1)
8. How did you find the SME hotline?
Internet (2), NAIH website (1), conference (1)
9. Is there anything you were not satisfied with concerning the SME hotline?
The language is too formal / I am fully satisfied / did not receive an exact
answer
10. Would you consider useful a hotline addressed expressly to SMEs?
x yes (3) x no (1)
11. Would you consider useful a hotline addressed expressly to specific economic
sectors?
x yes (3) x no (1)
12. Would you prefer a telephone helpdesk?
x yes (1) x no (3)
13. What is the activity of your SME?
IT / data protection / movement development tools
14. How many employees do you have?
x 0 (4)
x 1-3
x 4-5

x 6-10

x >10
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Annexes
Annex 1. Memorandum on the SME hotline
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Annex 2. Amendment of the Memorandum
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Annex 3. Data protection notice
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